Pine Homework Grid – Autumn 2021
Topic: There’s no place like home
Daily Practice – Reading, Spellings, Probe Book Work
English
Imagine you have a
time machine and
could travel back in
time, or the future.
What happened?
Write a story about
your experiences and
the changes you see.

Pick a British
landmark. Design and
write an information
leaflet about it that
would encourage
others to visit.

Maths
Read your favourite
book to members of
your family. After
reading it ask 3
questions about the
story and see if they
can remember. Give
them clues if they get
stuck!

Topic
Research 3 local
landmarks in your area
and include some
historical facts.

Take a photo in nature
at the beginning of
the week and then
again at the end.
Describe the changes
that you see.

Take a walk with your
child around your
local area. Look for
one-, two-, three-digit
numbers and have
your child read them
out loud. Discuss each
number and ask how
many ones, tens, or
hundreds are in the
number. What is the
largest number you
can find? What is the
smallest number?

Practice your 2, 5, and
10 times tables. Write
them down and get a
family member to quiz
you.

Play Monopoly and brush
up on your number and
money skills. Test your
family. How much does
rent cost on one house?
How much does rent cost
on two?

Social Skills & Life Skills
Draw a plan of your
local area and add
your own map
symbols. Ask a
member of your family
to find an object you
have hidden.

Try a healthy food you
haven’t tried before.
Write about this
experience. What did
it taste like? What did
it feel like in your
mouth? Did you like it?
Would you eat it
again?

Write a letter to a
school friend about
the community you
live in. Address it to
Grange Academy.

Phonics
When you practice your spellings at home, highlight the ‘sounds of the week’ on the words

Change your bedding.
Putting a clean cover on a
duvet can be a tricky task.
There are several methods
you can use to do this
easily. Do some research
and try different methods.
You can time them to find
the fastest.

